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In March 2015, Fueled Insights conducted an online survey among those 

who run frequently or occasionally.  The survey focused on fitness and 

respondents were recruited via the Nielsen Panel.  

Part of the survey asked respondents about their perceptions of those 

who participate in various types of events.  Specifically:

 Road races

 Trails races

 “Color” runs

 Mud or obstacle runs

 Triathlons

 Duathlons

The following is an excerpt of the survey’s findings.

Background 
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Duathlon
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Obstacle / mud run

Color run

Trail race

Road race

I have never heard of this event

I have heard of this event but have not participated

I have participated

Awareness and Participation

Q. Please indicate your familiarity with each event below.

While all respondents claim to run frequently or occasionally, slightly less than 

one-third have participated in a road race.  Even fewer have participated in the 

other events asked about in this survey. 
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Frequent / Occasional Runners (n=1,009)*

Road Race 
(n=169)

Trail Race
(n=166)

“Color” Run
(n=168)

Mud /
Obstacle Run

(n=168)

Triathlon
(n=169)

Duathlon
(n=169)

Competitive Competitive Happy Competitive Competitive Competitive

Driven Driven Fun Fun Driven Driven

Happy Happy Approachable Driven Successful Successful

Nice Approachable Nice Happy Happy Fun

Successful Fun Extrovert Approachable Approachable Approachable

Top Five Descriptors of Participants
By Event Type

Q. Imagine someone who participates in a/an {EVENT TYPE}.  Please answer the following questions about that 
person. What words would describe him/her? Please select all that apply.

*Respondents were asked about their perception of participants of one event type of which they were aware.  

With the exception of “color” run participants, the top descriptor for each group 

is competitive.  While seen as happy and nice, compared to participants of other 

events, road racers are perceived as less approachable and fun.  
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Personality Descriptors of Participants
By Event Type

In fact, road racers are viewed as the most serious.

 Trail runners are perceived as the most approachable. 
 Those participating in mud /obstacle and “color” runs are perceived to be 

equally fun and extroverted but “color” run participants receive significantly 
lower ratings for being driven, competitive and successful. 

 Triathletes and duathletes receive the highest ratings for being successful.

Q. Imagine someone who participates in a/an {EVENT TYPE}.  Please answer the following questions about that 
person. What words would describe him/her? Please select all that apply.

*Respondents were asked about their perception of participants of one event type of which they were aware.  
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Fueled Insights is a full-service market research firm which leverages a 
combined 30+ years of strategic planning experience to design studies that 
produce insights leading to quantifiable business results, such as increased 
revenue and market share growth. We are fierce advocates of the 
consumer and take great pleasure in contributing to our clients' successes.

We have a particular focus and passion for the industry of participant 
events, such as obstacle runs, triathlons, and running events of all distances. 
We are dedicated to helping the companies and people involved in these 
industries grow their businesses. We conduct research that helps:

 Anticipate market trends and threats to event growth

 Prove ROI to sponsors

 Monitor satisfaction among every constituent at key touch points

 Improve logistics for participants, spectators, staff, volunteers and expo vendors

 Deepen engagement among participants, spectators, volunteers, sponsors 
and local community

 Measure the impact of product innovation on market share growth as well as 
the impact of target messaging on key consumer groups

About Us
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Fueled Insights, LLC believes the statements contained in this publication are 

based on accurate and reliable information. The reader must understand, 

however, that information in this publication is provided with no express or implied 

warranty. Fueled Insights, LLC shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, 

special, consequential or punitive damages arising out of the use of the 

information contained in this publication. Fueled Insights, LLC cannot represent or 

warrant that the information contained herein is in every respect accurate or 

complete, and is not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results 

obtained from the use of such material. Duplication of these materials in whole or 

in part without the consent of Fueled Insights, LLC is prohibited. 

Disclaimer


